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Mars in 1,2,4,7,8,12H
Effects of Mars in different houses
(as stated in classics)
- Remy Aggarwal
1st house--Bad effects:

Chamatkar Chintamani: Danger from weapons, mental grief,
death of dear ones including his own
wife, fiery, unfortunate in love, in
indiscriminate in sex, agreessive,
argumentative.
Saravalli-------------------- The native is shortlived, cruel, dull,
egoistic, wavering minded.
Phaldeepika--------------- The native has an injured limb, cruel and
shortlived
Jatak Parijat-------------- The native is a wanderer, very fickle and
sickly.
Jatak Bharanam--------- Unfavourable for wife, wounded body,
eruptions-smallpox marks.
Hora Sara---------------- Fickleminded, shortlived, wild, idle,
troubled by bilous disease, injured limb.
Brihat Jatak------------- The native have an injured limb.
Good effects:

Chamatakar Chintamani: Handsome strongly built, powerful,
defensive, wealthy, good education, royal
favour self respecting, reformative.
Suitable professions----Doctors, surgeons,
car, engine, aeroplane drivers, mechanical
engineers, iron goldsmiths, police
inspectors.
Saravalli----------------Courageous, valiant, good looking
Phaldeepika------------- Adventuruous, valourous.
Jatak Parijat------------- The native is daring.
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The native is brave, strong, respected and
mighty.

2nd House---Bad effects:

Chamatkar Chintamani: Wife ill or dies, seperated if alive, disrespect
to wife and children. Hostility and
stinginess spoils relations with family
members, wasteful expenditure. Wealth
stolen or drained on litigation.
Saravalli----------------Poverty, deformed face, bad food,
depending upon bad people, devoid of
knowledge
Jatak Parijat-----------Wanderer, hot tempered.
Phaldeepika-----------Ugly faced, devoid of learning, not clever
in speaking, serves low people, dependant
on bad people
Jatak Bharanam------Unfavourable to longevity of wife, quarells
in family, disputes.
Hora Sara-------------High expenses, crippled limbs, harsh
speech.
Brihat Jatak----------The native eats bad food.
Good effects:

Chamatkar Chintamani: Sucess through enterprise, legacies and
inheritances. Suitable professionals---doctors, lawyers, astrologers.
Jatak Parijat-------------- The native is engaged in pursuit of
metallurgy and agriculture.
4th House---Bad effects:

Chamatkar Chintamani: All the planets in their exalted, dignified
or own signs put together or any good
aspects, lose their strength before the
predominating and destructive Mars
placed in the 4th house. The native does
not gain friends and relatives, royal
favours and recognition with land and
clothes. He lives in foreign lands and is
destroyer of land, dwelling and
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agriculture. In female chart, it indicates
long ailments, debility and painful labour.
Saravalli---------------------Devoid of relatives, garments food,
vehicles, unhappy, distressed and living
in other's house.
Jatak Parijat---------------- Henpecked husband, little connection
with relatives.
Jatak Bharanam----------- Disputes regarding immovable property,
fear of wife having sickness of blood or
heart disease. The native's house may
catch fire.
Brihat Jatak--------------- The native has no happiness and will be
of troubled mind.
Phaldeepika--------------- The person is bereft of mother, friends,
land, happiness, houses and vehicles.
Hora Sara----------------- Desirous of living in other's house, sick.
Good effects:

Chamatakar-Chintamani: Well aspected Mars is fraught with energy,
force, and enterprise but impulsive and
liable to err. An exalted Mars or in own
sign may bless the native with
conveyance, home and long living mother.
The native lives in foreign land.
Jatak Parijat-------------- The native is valiant and unconquered by
women.
Hora Sara---------------- The native is wealthy.
7th House--Bad effects:

Chamatkar Chintamani: Afflicted Mars denotes quarells and
unpleasant conditions in married life. The
native rarely copulates with wife and little
gains from her, wealth, journey and home.
In enemy sign, wife's deaths certain, wife
ugly, unchaste, immodest disrespected
by wife. In female chart, violent death of
husband. The native does not return
from abroad even when marriage is fixed.
Phaldeepika-------------- The native isborn to do improper acts,
suffers afflictions through diseases,
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Jatak Bharanam-------Jatak Parijat-----------Brihat Jatak-----------Hora Sara--------------
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wanders on roads and loses his wife.
Premature death of wife.
The native's wife dies, troubled by
diseases, follows bad path, unhappy,
sinful life, devoid of wealth troubled mind
and charmless body.
The native suffers from extreme grief due
to the destruction of wife progeny.
Quarrellsome about women and fond of
war.
Native suffers humiliation at the hands of
women.
Native will subdue to his wife and live in
foreign countries.

Good effects

Chamatkar Chintamani: Mars in Aries, Leo, Scorpio, Capricorn
signs is a yoga for second wife. In Venusian
signs it gives great affection for the
partner. In Virgo and Aquarius signs
fortune after marriage, stability and gain
of wealth through sucessful efforts. Good
for doctors, surgeons, criminal lawyers,
mechanics, drivers and engineers.
Hora Sara--------------- Native lives in foreign countries.
8th House--Bad effects:

Chamatkar Chintamani: The native is shortlived, has unbecoming
speech, veneral diseases, sorrow and
grief through partner enemies, chronic
ailments, misfortunes in business. The
good effects of benefics in kendras are
reduced. Financial trouble after marriage
and violent death.
Brihat Jatak-----------Mars in Nidhan Bhava gives a native
limited number of issues and have
defective eyesight.
Saravalli--------------Diseased, shortlived, unattractive body,
doer of bad deeds, grief stricken.
Phaldeepika---------Native has diseased body, deprived of
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wealth, shortlived reviled by others.
Disease of secret organs, fear of untimely
death, grief due to his wife.
Mars in Randhra Bhava will make one's
existance difficult. The person will be
foresaken by his wife and sons.

Good effects:

Chamatkar Chintamani: Mars in 8H associated with benefics may
give healthy long life, increase in
manpower and prosperity in the family,
respected and honoured by friends, valuer
of jewels and stones.
12th House--Bad effects:

Chamatkar Chintamani: Mars of 12H brings about financial ruin,
body shows wound marks, travel abroad,
rumours to defame, imprisonment, fear
and sorrow due to dependance. The
native is glutton and sexy with little
pleasure from wife, infiddle, shortlived no
or few children.
Jatak Bharanam----------- Harmful for wife, eyes, injury in the feet,
native is excessively wrathful, corrupt.
Hora Sara:----------------- Native will be a befallen person and be
disabled.
Saravalli:------------------ The natuive will have diseased eyes, will
fall in moral sense, kill his wife, be a tale
bearer, fears and will contract humility
and imprisonment.
Good effects:

Chamtkar Chintamani:

Native is transient, mobile, cheerful,
strong, prosperous, sucessful in gaining
his end, active traveller and determined.
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